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The U.S. Army Stability
Operations Field Manual
2009-02-24

a milestone in army doctrine

Electronic Warfare in
Operations 2009-12

contents 1 electronic warfare overview 2
electronic warfare in full spectrum operations
3 electronic warfare organization 4 electronic
warfare and the operations process 5
coordination deconfliction and synchronization
6 integration with joint and multinational
operations 7 electronic warfare capabilities
appendix a the electromagnetic environment
appendix b electronic warfare input to
operation plans and orders appendix c
electronic warfare running estimate appendix d
electronic warfare related reports and
messages appendix e army and joint electronic
warfare capabilities appendix f tools and
resources related to electronic warfare
glossary references index illustrations

U.S. Army Field Manual 7-93
Long-Range Surveillance Unit
Operations 2020-12-08

u s army field manual 7 93 long range
surveillance unit operations by the united



states army presents a manual on planning and
executing the long range surveillance unit
operations

Army Field Manual Fm 22-100
2007

soldiers represent what s best about the army
day in and day out in the dark and in the mud
and in faraway places they execute tough
missions whenever and wherever the nation
calls they deserve our very best leaders of
character and competence who act to achieve
excellence that theme resounds throughout fm
22 100 army leadership and echoes our time
honored principle of be know do this
leadership manual lays out the framework that
applies to all army leaders officer and nco
military and civilian active and reserve
component at the core of our leadership
doctrine are the same army values embedded in
our force loyalty duty respect selfless
service honor integrity and personal courage
ldrship the framework also outlines physical
mental and emotional attributes that together
with values form character what a leader must
be being a person of character is fundamental
to the army what makes army leaders of
competence are skills with people ideas things
and war fighting we refer to those four sets
of skills as interpersonal conceptual
technical and tactical many are common to
leaders in all situations some additional
skills are required for those who gain
increasing responsibility leaders of character



and competence are those with the appropriate
skills leaders who know their people their
equipment and their profession all that is
still not enough we call on our leaders to
translate character and competence into leader
actions army leaders influence people by
providing purpose direction and motivation
while operating to accomplish the mission and
improving the organization leaders inspire
others toward common goals and never lose
sight of the future even as they labor
tirelessly for the demands of today that is
what we expect our leaders to do from the
preface

The U.S. Army Survival Manual
2009-06-09

a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a
great book for every reader

US Army Field Manual 5-15
Field Fortifications
2017-01-07

this volume is the second in a series of books
that battles book reviews publishing is
releasing that encompass reprints of public
domain us military manuals that are useful to
the prepping community this book contains the
full text and images contained within the
august 1968 version of field manual 5 15 field
fortifications this is an older manual that
was superseded in the early 1980 s by two



manuals fm 5 102 countermobility and fm 5 103
survivability these two successor manuals are
much more concentrated on planning factors for
engineers and less so on the nuts and bolts of
actually building and emplacing field
fortifications i will release these two
manuals as hardcopies also at some future time
but i wanted to get this manual out there
sooner since it is full of more immediately
practical information than either 5 102 or 5
103 which are written much more as planning
manuals than something you pull out in the
field to find practical information on what
you need to build a specific obstacle and or
fortification the contents of this volume are
a faithful cleaned up edition of this manual
that has been formatted to fit the paper size
further volumes in this series are forthcoming

Training for Full Spectrum
Operations 2009-05

will help develop an army experienced enough
to be comfortable with operating anywhere in
any type of operation under any conditions its
principles and concepts are intended to
produce agile leaders who can rapidly and
easily adapt to changing ambiguous situations
the manual s 4 chapters address the breadth
and depth of army training concepts fm 7 0
sets out to change the army mindset the army
cannot return to its pre 9 11 focus of
training for offensive and defensive
operations in major combat operations army
leaders must think differently about training



and leader development in an army that must be
capable of conducting simultaneous offense
defense and stability or civil support
operations in any of the 5 operational themes
illus

The U.S. Army/Marine Corps
Counterinsurgency Field Manual
2007

when the u s military invaded iraq it lacked a
common understanding of the problems inherent
in counterinsurgency campaigns it had neither
studied them nor developed doctrine and
tactics to deal with them it is fair to say
that in 2003 most army officers knew more
about the u s civil war than they did about
counterinsurgency the u s army marine corps
counterinsurgency field manual was written to
fill that void the result of unprecedented
collaboration among top u s military experts
scholars and practitioners in the field the
manual espouses an approach to combat that
emphasizes constant adaptation and learning
the importance of decentralized decision
making the need to understand local politics
and customs and the key role of intelligence
in winning the support of the population the
manual also emphasizes the paradoxical and
often counterintuitive nature of
counterinsurgency operations sometimes the
more you protect your forces the less secure
you are sometimes the more force you use the
less effective it is sometimes doing nothing
is the best reaction a new introduction by



sarah sewall director of the carr center for
human rights policy at harvard s kennedy
school of government places the manual in
critical and historical perspective explaining
the significance and potential impact of this
revolutionary challenge to conventional u s
military doctrine an attempt by our military
to redefine itself in the aftermath of 9 11
and the new world of international terrorism
the u s army marine corps counterinsurgency
field manual will play a vital role in
american military campaigns for years to come

Sniper Training FM 23-10
2014-11-01

the united states army sniper is a specially
selected volunteer highly trained in advanced
marksmanship and fieldcraft skills he can
support special operations missions and is
able to engage selected targets from concealed
positions at ranges and under conditions that
are not possible for the normal rifleman the
sniper s skill acts as a force multiplier
where the mission is two fold 1 to eliminate
high value tactical targets on the battlefield
and 2 act as observer gathering intelligence
field manual 23 10 provides doctrinal guidance
on the mission personnel organization
equipment training skills and employment of
the sniper this manual is intended for use by
commanders staffs instructors and soldiers at
training posts united states army schools and
units fm 23 10 addresses three distinct
audiences commanders it provides specific



guidance on the nature role candidate
selection organization and employment of
sniper personnel trainers it provides a
reference for developing training programs
snipers it contains detailed information on
the fundamental knowledge skills and
employment methods of snipers throughout the
entire operational continuum

U.S. Army Field Manual 100-5
1994-01

the authoritative guide to planning and
conducting campaigns battles and engagements
in the post cold war era reflects new emphasis
on joint operations and non combat missions

Us Army Field Manual 21-26 Map
Reading & Land Navigation
2017-03-14

this volume is the fifth in a series of books
that battles book reviews publishing is
releasing that encompass reprints of public
domain us military manuals that are useful to
the prepping community this book contains the
full text and images contained within the may
193 version of field manual 21 26 map reading
land navigation this manual is the us army s
basic manual used to teach new soldiers how to
read a map and how to navigate it is an
essential how to written in plain language
designed to take even the most inexperienced
person and get them to the point where they



can find where they are on a map and
accomplish that most basic of soldier skills
navigate from one point on a map to another
while dismounted or mounted every soldier
should be able to do this and every person who
ever expects to go into the backwoods for any
conceivable reason should be able to do it as
well this manual is the perfect reference to
get you are started on learning how to not get
lost in the first place

United States Army Field
Manual 7-93 Long-Range
Surveillance Unit Operations.
2018-05-20

1 field manual no 7 93 2 table of contents 2 1
chapter 1 introduction 2 1 1 section i
objective 2 1 2 section ii mission 2 1 3
section iii organization 2 2 chapter 2
fundamentals 2 2 1 section i command and
control 2 2 2 section ii communications 2 2 3
section iii mission development 2 2 4 section
iv operational security 2 3 chapter 3
operations 2 3 1 section i planning phase 2 3
2 section ii infiltration phase 2 3 3 section
iii execution phase 2 3 4 section iv
exfiltration phase 2 3 5 section v recovery
phase 2 4 chapter 4 support 2 4 1 section i
combat support 2 4 2 section ii combat service
support 2 5 chapter 5 lrs in operations other
than war 2 6 chapter 6 infiltration and
exfiltration 2 6 1 section i waterborne
operations 2 6 2 section ii helicopter



operations 2 6 3 section iii airborne
operations 2 6 4 section iv stay behind
operations 2 6 5 section v vehicle operations
2 6 6 section vi foot movement operations 2 7
appendix a personnel recruitment and selection
2 8 appendix b long rance surveillance
reconnaissance 2 9 appendix c geographic
environments 2 10 appendix d communications 2
11 appendix e lrsu hide and surveillance sites
2 12 appendix f tracking and countertracking
evasion and escape and survival 2 13 appendix
g intelligence 2 14 appendix h orders 2 15
appendix i briefback and debriefing formats 2
16 appendix j movement techniques and battle
drills 2 17 appendix k night operations 2 18
glossary

US Army Field Manual 23-35
Combat Training with Pistols
and Revolvers 2016-08-26

this volume is the second in a series of books
that battles book reviews publishing is
releasing that encompass reprints of public
domain us military manuals that are useful to
the prepping community this book contains the
full text and images contained within the
october 1988 version of field manual 23 35
combat training with pistols and revolvers
this was the final version of the manual that
included the m1911a1 caliber 45 while also
including the newly fielded m9 9mm as well the
caliber 38 smith wesson and ruger revolvers
issued to military aviators and law
enforcement personnel the contents of this



volume are a faithful cleaned up edition of
this manual that has been formatted to fit the
paper size further volumes in this series are
forthcoming

The Official U.S. Army Tactics
Field Manual 2020-05-01

tactics is the art and science of employing
all available means to win battles and
engagements specifically it comprises the
actions taken by a commander to arrange units
and activities in relation to each other and
the enemy filled with diagrams of attack plans
defensive strategies and troop movements u s
army tactics field manual is the playbook the
u s army uses to employ available means to win
in combat this book provides combat tested
concepts and ideas modified to exploit
emerging army and joint capabilities this book
focuses on the organization of forces minimum
essential control measures and general
planning preparation and execution
considerations for each type and form of
combat operation it is the common reference
for all students of the tactical art both in
the field and the army school system the art
of tactics common tactical concepts and
graphic control measures the basics of offense
movement to contact attack exploitation
pursuit basics of defensive operations the
area of defense the mobile defense the
retrograde security operations reconnaissance
operations troop movement relief in place
passage of lines



US Army Field Artillery School
Guide for Writers of Military
History 1983

soldier physical readiness is acquired through
the challenge of a precise progressive and
integrated physical training program a well
conceived plan of military physical readiness
training must be an integral part of every
unit training program this field manual
prescribes doctrine for the execution of the
army physical readiness training system
illustrated throughout

Army Physical Readiness
Training 2012-10

this volume is the fourth in a series of books
that battles book reviews publishing is
releasing that encompass reprints of public
domain us military manuals that are useful to
the prepping community this book contains the
full text and images contained within the
april 2003 version of field manual 5 34
engineer field data this manual is packed with
useful data tables on just about every aspect
of military operations it was one of my go to
manuals during my own military career and i
always had a copy in the turret of my bradley
behind the coax ready box so i could get to it
without digging when i needed it



US Army Field Manual 5-34
Engineer Field Data 2017-02-28

the field manual provides a standardized
source document for army wide reference on map
reading and land navigation it applies to
every soldier in the army regardless of
service branch mos or rank this manual also
contains both doctrine and training guidance
on map reading and land navigation part one
addresses map reading and part two land
navigation the appendices include an
introduction to orienteering and a discussion
of several devices that can assist the soldier
in land navigation for soldiers hunters
climbers and hikers alike this is the
definitive guide to map reading and navigation

Army Field Manual FM 3-25. 26
(U. S. Army Map Reading and
Land Navigation Handbook)
2015-12-31

the field manual provides a standardized
source document for army wide reference on map
reading and land navigation it applies to
every soldier in the army regardless of
service branch mos or rank this manual also
contains both doctrine and training guidance
on map reading and land navigation part one
addresses map reading and part two land
navigation the appendices include an
introduction to orienteering and a discussion



of several devices that can assist the soldier
in land navigation for soldiers hunters
climbers and hikers alike this is the
definitive guide to map reading and navigation
readers interested in related titles from the
u s army will also want to see army guerrilla
warfare handbook isbn 9781626542730 army guide
to boobytraps isbn 9781626544703 army
improvised munitions handbook isbn
9781626542679 army leadership field manual fm
22 100 isbn 9781626544291 army m 1 garand
technical manual isbn 9781626543300 army
physical readiness training with change fm 7
22 isbn 9781626544017 army special forces
guide to unconventional warfare isbn
9781626542709 army survival manual fm 21 76
isbn 9781626544413 army marine corps
counterinsurgency field manual isbn
9781626544246 ranger handbook sh 21 76 isbn
9781626545199 rigging techniques procedures
and applications fm 5 125 isbn 9781626544338
special forces sniper training and employment
fm 3 05 222 isbn 9781626544482 the infantry
rifle platoon and squad fm 3 21 8 7 8 isbn
9781626544277 understanding rigging isbn
9781626544673

Army Field Manual FM 3-25. 26
(U. S. Army Map Reading and
Land Navigation Handbook)
2015-12-31

king of battle a branch history of the u s
army s field artillery is the first volume in



the tradoc branch history series based on
primary sources and a wide study of secondary
literature the volume provides a comprehensive
historical summary of the development of field
artillery in the u s army since colonial times
the study focuses on the tactical
organizational materiel and training lessons
learned both those of wartime action and those
of peacetime planning in the larger framework
of american military policy and strategy from
the origins of the branch in european warfare
to the modem artillery of the 1980s this
examination of the development of a major
element of the army fighting force provides an
important contribution to the study of
combined arms warfare and to the institutional
history of the u s army

King of Battle 2016-01-14

field manual 3 90 6 provides the commander and
staff of the brigade combat team bct and
subordinate units with doctrine relevant to
army and joint operations it applies to the
heavy brigade combat team hbct the infantry
brigade combat team ibct and the stryker
brigade combat team sbct the doctrine
described in this manual applies across the
full spectrum of military operations offense
defense stability or civil support this
publication provides bcts with a framework in
which they can operate as part of a division
or independently as part of a joint task force
provides doctrine for bct commanders staffs
and their subordinate commanders and leaders
responsible for conducting major activities



performed during operations serves as an
authoritative reference for personnel who
develop doctrine fundamental principles and
tactics techniques and procedures materiel and
force structure develop institution and unit
training develop unit tactical standard
operating procedures for bct operations

Brigade Combat Team 2010-09

the six chapters and its associated ten
appendixes of this edition of field manual fm
5 0 the operations process constitute the army
s view on planning preparing executing and
assessing operations together with fm 6 0
mission command command and control of army
forces this manual provides the army with a
common philosophy and language for the
exercise of command and control throughout the
conduct of operations this version of fm 5 0
increases the scope of the manual over
previous versions from strictly a manual on
planning and orders production to a manual
that addresses all activities of the
operations process it describes how commanders
with support from their staffs drive the
operations process through battle command the
art and science of understanding visualizing
describing directing leading and assessing
operations to accomplish missions this change
intends to better describe the dynamic
relationship among the commander staff
subordinate commanders and their staffs and
other military and civilian partners
throughout the operationsprocess not just
planning in addition fm 5 0 incorporates



design within the operations process design is
an approach to critical and creative thinking
that assists commanders in understanding
visualizing and describing complex problems
and developing approaches to manage or solve
them

Journal of the U.S. Army
Intelligence & Security
Command 1977

condenses important information from a variety
of u s army field manuals and other
publications into one must read volume written
to answer hundreds of common questions asked
by soldiers of all ranks about army rules and
regulations it covers the warrior ethos and
army values a short history of the u s army
duties responsibilities and authority of the
soldier the uniform code of justice customs
courtesies and traditions and more with this
handbook army personnel can better prepare for
their duties whether they serve on the
frontline or on the homefront an essential
resource that clarifies the duties and
responsibilities of every member of the u s
army it is one book that no soldier should be
without cover

The Operations Process: The
Official U.S. Army Field



Manual FM 5-0 2010-03

fm 5 0 c1 the operations process constitutes
the army s view on planning preparing
executing and assessing operations it
describes how commanders supported by their
staffs subordinate commanders and other
military and civilian partners exercise
mission command during the conduct of full
spectrum operations it describes how design
assists commanders with understanding complex
problems and developing an operational
approach to solve or manage those problems
throughout the conduct of operations this
manual applies to all army forces the
principal audience for this manual is army
commanders and unit staffs officers
noncommissioned officers and soldiers
commanders and staffs of army headquarters
serving as a joint task force or a
multinational headquarters should also refer
to applicable joint or multinational doctrine
for the exercise of command and control
trainers and educators throughout the army
also use this manual

Soldier's Guide 2007-10-17

this is the current official army u s army
field manual unchanged since this edition
completed 7th may 2007 field manual fm 3 04
203 presents information to plan and conduct
common aviation tasks for fixed and rotary
wing flight however it has become more
inclusive and its scope broadened to reduce



the number of manuals used by army crewmembers
for reference one of the underlying premises
of army aviation is if crewmembers understand
why they will be better prepared to do when
confronted with the unexpected fm 3 04 203
endeavors to ensure that crewmembers
understand the basic physics of flight and the
dynamics associated with fixed and rotary wing
aircraft a comprehensive understanding of
these principles will better prepare a crew
member for flight transition training and
tactical flight operations

The Operations Process 2011-11

how the world s most dynamic organization
prepares its leaders for battle with valuable
insights for today s business arena for mor
than 50 years the u s army leadership field
manual has provided leadership training for
every officer training program in the u s army
this trade edition brings the manual s value
based leadership principles and practices to
today s business world the result is a
compelling examination of how to be an
effective leader when the survival of your
team literally hangs on your decisions more
than 60 gripping vignettes and stories
illustrate historical and contemporary
examples of army leaders who made a difference
the u s army leadership field manual also
provides a leadership approach based on the
army s core principles of be know do hands on
lessons to enhance training mentoring and
decision making skills chapters that focus on
the different roles and requirements for



leadership

Fundamentals of Flight
2010-07-01

this field manual provides a doctrinal
framework for the infantry weapons company
assigned to infantry battalions in an infantry
brigade combat team ibct it is a companion to
fm 3 21 10 the infantry rifle company much of
which applies to the infantry weapons company
and as such will not be repeated herein this
manual will discuss on the unique
characteristics of the infantry weapons
company including principles tactics
techniques procedures and terms and symbols it
will also cover what the infantry weapons
company brings to the infantry battalion and
the battlefield among topics covered in fm 3
21 10 but omitted here are the characteristics
and fundamentals of urban operations risk
management and fratricide avoidance heavy and
stryker unit employment sniper employment
improvised explosive devices operations in a
chemical biological radiological and nuclear
cbrn environment media considerations pattern
analysis and situational understanding it
focuses on the employment of the infantry
weapons company while fighting as a pure
company or combined arms team under the
command of an infantry weapons company
commander this framework will help infantry
weapons company leaders effectively exploit
weapons company unique capabilities employ the
companusing unit weapon fundamentals reduce



the vulnerability of the unit plan and conduct
full spectrum operations accomplish missions
in various tactical situations from stability
and civil support to high intensity combat win
on the battlefield

King of Battle 1992

field manual fm 3 90 1 offense and defense
volume 1 change 2 april 2015 contributes to
the army and joint community by providing
guidance on the conduct of the offense and
defense it describes both combat tested
tactics and procedures that have been modified
to exploit emerging army and joint offensive
and defensive capabilities fm 3 90 1 expounds
on the doctrinal fundamentals established in
army doctrine reference publication adrp 3 90
adrp 3 90 must be read before reading fm 3 90
1 since that is where doctrine for the conduct
of offensive and defensive tasks and the art
and science of tactics is found fm 3 90 1
addresses the basic tactics associated with
the conduct of offensive and defensive tasks
the principal audience for fm 3 90 1 is all
members of the profession of arms commanders
and staffs of army headquarters serving as a
joint task force or multinational headquarters
should also refer to applicable joint or
multinational doctrine concerning the range of
military operations and joint or multinational
forces trainers and educators throughout the
army will also use this publication fm 3 90 1
focuses on the organization of forces minimum
essential control measures and general
planning preparation and execution



considerations for each primary offensive and
defensive task it is the common reference for
all students of the art and science of tactics
both in the field and the army school system
the offensive and defensive considerations in
this publication apply to small tactical units
such as companies and battalions even though
most of the figures in this publication use
the division and the brigade combat team bct
echelons to illustrate points in the text
echelon specific field manuals and army
techniques publications address the specifics
of how each tactical echelon employs these
tactical concepts

The U.S. Army Leadership Field
Manual 2004-03-21

when the u s military invaded iraq it lacked a
common understanding of the problems inherent
in counterinsurgency campaigns it had neither
studied them nor developed doctrine and
tactics to deal with them it is fair to say
that in 2003 most army officers knew more
about the u s civil war than they did about
counterinsurgency the u s army marine corps
counterinsurgency field manual was written to
fill that void the result of unprecedented
collaboration among top u s military experts
scholars and practitioners in the field the
manual espouses an approach to combat that
emphasizes constant adaptation and learning
the importance of decentralized decision
making the need to understand local politics
and customs and the key role of intelligence



in winning the support of the population the
manual also emphasizes the paradoxical and
often counterintuitive nature of
counterinsurgency operations sometimes the
more you protect your forces the less secure
you are sometimes the more force you use the
less effective it is sometimes doing nothing
is the best reaction an new introduction by
sarah sewall director of the carr center for
human rights policy at harvard s kennedy
school of government places the manual in
critical and historical perspective explaining
the significance and potential impact of this
revolutionary challenge to conventional u s
military doctrine an attempt by our military
to redefine itself in the aftermath of 9 11
and the new world of international terrorism
the u s army marine corps counterinsurgency
field manual will play a vital role in
american military campaigns for years to come
the university of chicago press will donate a
portion of the proceeds from this book to the
fisher house foundation a private public
partnership that supports the families of
america s injured servicemen to learn more
about the fisher house foundation visit
fisherhouse org

The Infantry Weapons Company:
The Official U.S. Army Field
Manual FM 3-21.12 (July 2008)
2011-11

this field manual fm describes how logistics



operations take place in the brigade support
area of operations it is primarily focused on
how the brigade support battalion bsb performs
its mission but it also addresses the roles
and functions of other sustainment elements
within the brigade combat team bct as well as
those organizations external to the bct that
provide logistics and individual soldier
support services this field manual was written
for bsb staff officers and non commissioned
officers knowing that many are assigned to
battalion staffs prior to advanced formal
education this manual provides all a general
idea of functions performed by each unit and
staff section assigned to the bsb chapter 1 is
a review of modular force logistics and the
various types of brigade combat teams and
support brigades chapter 2 explains the role
of the bsb including the headquarters company
and staff and briefly describes the role of
the aviation support battalion asb chapter 3
covers the organizational structure and
function of the distribution company chapter 4
covers the role and organization of the field
maintenance company chapter 5 provides
detailed information on the brigade support
medical company chapter 6 describes another
key component of the brigade support battalion
the forward support company

Field Manual FM 3-90-1 Offense
and Defense Volume 1 Change 2



April 2015 2015-05-05

this field manual provides all soldiers the
doctrinal basis for the warrior ethos warrior
tasks and other combat critical tasks it also
updates weapon equipment and munitions
information this fm is not intended to serve
as a stand alone publication it should be used
with other army publications that contain more
in depth information the target audience for
this publication includes individual soldiers
and noncommissioned officers throughout the
army

The U.S. Army/Marine Corps
Counterinsurgency Field Manual
2008-09-15

this field manual provides direction for the
corps headquarters what it looks like how it
is organized how its staff operates how it is
commanded and controlled and how it operates
in full spectrum operations this publication
replaces the previous edition of the army s
corps operations manual and describes the
organization and operations of the corps it
reflects current doctrine on the elements of
full spectrum operations offense defense and
stability or civil support this manual
addresses these elements without regard to
priority this manual incorporates the army s
operational concept full spectrum operations
describes the stand alone corps headquarters
links brigade combat team and division



doctrine with theater army doctrine it
describes the principles underlying the army
modular corps shows a corps headquarters
designed for four primary employment roles in
priority an army intermediate tactical
headquarters an arfor a joint force land
component command headquarters and a joint
task force headquarters recognizes that the
corps headquarters normally requires
augmentation with elements from theater level
organizations for selected missions discusses
when serving as a joint task force or joint
force land component command the corps may
require a separate subordinate headquarters to
serve as the arfor or may need augmentation to
serve as both the joint headquarters and the
arfor introduces a staff organization that
reflects the warfighting functions discussed
in field manual fm 3 0 describes the three
designated command and control facilities main
command post tactical command post and mobile
command group describes the ability of the
corps headquarters to readily accept joint
augmentation from a standing joint force
headquarters core element or other joint
manning and equipping source

Brigade Support Battalion
2011-11

fm 1 describes the american profession of arms
the army s place in it and what it means to be
a professional soldier central to this
discussion are the soldier s creed warrior
ethos and army values these three statements



establish the guiding values and standards of
the army profession to understand soldiers you
must know about them to be a soldier you must
live them from the foreword

The Warrior Ethos and Soldier
Combat Skills 2008-01

this book is a partial reprint of u s army
manual fm 3 90 july 2001

Corps Operations 2010-11

The U.S. Army/Marine Corps
Counterinsurgency Field Manual
2007

Army Field Manual FM 1 (The
U.S. Army Mission) 2007

The US Army Field Artillery
School apprenticeship program
for the trade of surveyor
(artillery). 1977



U. S. Army Tactics Field
Manual 2013

Army Physical Readiness
Training 2013-05

Map Reading and Land gation FM
3 25.26
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